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Why are we focused on transforming
education and how does that help
achieve the SDGs?
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What Did the Regional Consultations Tell Us?

Schools are not
adequately supported
and funded

Too many learners are not
able to read or do basic
maths

Learners with special needs
are not adequately catered
for

Too many learners
are failing and
dropping out

Huge differences
between provision of
education across the
country

Teacher preparation
and deployment are
problematic

New technology is underused and differentially
accessible

•

17 goals, 169 targets and 231 indicators

UNIVERSALITY
 Implies that goals and
targets are relevant to
all governments and
actors: integration
 Universality does not
mean uniformity. It
implies differentiation
(What can each
country contribute? –
CBDR principle)

INTEGRATION

‘NO ONE LEFT BEHIND’

 Policy integration means  The principle of ‘no one
balancing all three SD
left behind’ advocates
dimensions: social,
countries to go beyond
economic growth and
averages.
environmental
 The SDGs should benefit
protection
all – eradicating poverty
 An integrated approach
and reducing
implies managing tradeinequalities.
offs and maximizing
 Promotion and use of
synergies across targets
disaggregated data is key

Source: ROADMAP TO SDG IMPLEMENTATION (Nik Sekhran)

Impact of COVID-19 on Education
So what impact has COVID-19 had:

Schools
closed across
the world for
months,
including in
Namibia

Estimates are
that up to 18
months of
learning time
has been lost

Children from poor
backgrounds and
those with
vulnerabilities who
struggled with
remote learning and
had minimal family
support during
lockdown

Violence and
abuse and
lack of
psychosocial
support for
teachers and
learners.

High learner
pregnancies

Transforming education is a national and global priority
SDG4 off track
► Learning crisis even
prior to pandemic
► 262 million children
and youth out of
school
► 60% children and
adolescents not
achieving minimum
proficiency in
reading and math

COVID-19 as a
wake-up call
► 1.6 billion children
and youth affected
by school closure
► Mobilized
unprecedented levels
of int’l solidarity
► Forced to rethink
and reimagine to
transform education

Data Source: UNICEF/UNESCO TES Secretariat (2022)

UN SecretaryGeneral’s convene
► A key element of
the “Our Common
Agenda” report
►

Draw on
“Reimagining our
Futures Together : A
New Social Contract
for Education”

So what do we do?
So, the question to this conference is what do we, in Namibia, do differently?
How can Namibia fully recover from the impact of COVID-19 and
ensure that we build back better?
How do we achieve Sustainable Development Goal no. 4, which commits us to
ensuring inclusive and equitable quality education and promoting lifelong learning
opportunities for all?
We need to think out of the box – creatively, imaginatively and not be afraid of
taking risks
We need to use data to inform, and technology to implement change
We need to create alliances across Ministries and parastatals and with the private
sector

The Four Transformative Initiatives
Place the child at the centre of our thinking and be ready to accept sacrifices, changes and even
criticisms

Innovative Financing

Improved Office

and Domestic Resource Efficiencies in the

Mobilisation to

Ministry of Education,

Transform Education

Arts and Culture

Transformation of

The Early Grade

Teacher Education

Literacy and Numeracy
Initiative

“The first step in teaching students to
innovate is making sure that
educators have opportunities to be
innovators themselves.”

I thank you

